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Most discussions on interpretation of art tend to deal either with
normative issues. namely, the criteria of the right or preferred method of
interpretationl. or with the general logic of interpretation namely, whether
it has a status of a statement, or of an expression of impression or of a
prescription of how to approach the work2. There is yet another important
question concerning' the role of interpretation in the total experience of art
and the range of views extend from that of Croces, that art is not to be
interpreted, but directly apprehended. te that of D.mto who sees ar~ essen-
tially as an object that has to be interpreted4.

In this paper I will not deal with any of tbese important questions.
but rather with a more modest one: what types of interpretation there are
and how each of them relates to art.

The preoccupation with the more general queslions left only me1ger
attention to interpretative typology. One might get the impression that aU
interpretative activities share exactly the same problems, and that they are
all relevant to art in the same way. My view is that although there are
common features to all interpetative activities, which justifies putting them
within the same category, there are signficant differences among the various
types which are worth c:>nsidering. The understandiqg of interpretative
activity cannot be complete, I believe, without such a typology. It would

enable one to distinguish between problems that are pertinent to interpre-
tation in general and problems that pertain to a certain type only.

In a short paper, Hampshire examines several uses of the word
interpretation, focusing mainly on the different circumstances and various
fields to which the word is applied5. Hampsbire distinguishes among six
uses of "interpretation", and claims that only two of them are relevant to ar~
interpretation. I claim that four of those six types presented by Hampshire.
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are actually of the same 10aica1 structure, and t.b3t 4his:.19gical-8tn,1~t~,js
relevant and applicable to art just as it is applicable to oth.. .fields
Hampshire described. ..

In her recent book On Interpr~tation6, Annete Barnes mentions this
issue, but avoids presenting a clear typology. iSb-e~pw~nes the '..slibjePt~y
describing several questions whose answers require interpretationv. These
questions follow a similar line of thinking found in Hampshire's article, and
I will refer to both while presenting my t'ypology.Tb~ point th~:y'~,
which I ilgree with, is that there are various activities conc,ernirlg interpre-
tation. It does not necessarily follow, however, that different activities differ
in Pleir logical structures.

As I do not discuss the general nature~of interpr.e.tatio.n here, but .Qn1y
my understanding of that nature, I will point out briefly ~t I ,talve

interpretatians to be about the nen-obvious features of the intor.,fetmf
objectS, and that I see the possibility of alternativeiIltc;rpl'etatio.11s:as

essential to this activity9

I distinguish among five types, but I cannot and do not claim ~ltisto
be the definitive typology or the only possible one. This is a suggestion that
may Deed further development beyond this presentation. The titles I l!av,e
given them may also need improvement.

1. Interpretation of Signs

Any interpretation of the following form, even if in different fields,
is a "sign interpretation". When X, which is present isa sign of, or
indicates, or hints at, or represents or refers to, or is a symptom .of Y. when
Y is not present, then X is interpreted as a sign of Y. The presence of X
in the interpreter's direct e~perience, indicates the presence of Yeither in
a remote time or place or simultaneously with X, either .as a pJ1.ysicalor
psychulogicalor intentional entity (which does.not occur in time or space),
X and Yare. in such a case, separate entitles which can be apprehended.or
experienced 8~parately and independently of each other, and are eonnected
in various ways: by causality, conventions, or by a theory which suggests
some inner relations (not obvious -inexperience), and so on.

Let us examine a few cases ",hich Hampshire presents as distinct
types, while according to my typology ;th~y belong to the same cat~ory :

1. .Hampshire's first type of intel'prdatwn is inteFpretatioD ofsymptoms10.

A political event is inte~epteted as a symptom of intentions or future events,
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and the satneis the status of cloudSasa aignofraw. i€louds and rai.n are
separate.tities, we may apprehend them and exper,ience themseparately,
they are ,conaected by causality, or if one prefers.a more careful way of
puttios it, ,by constant and ofkn repqated connection inexperience, Fr.@fD
.tbe ipI1eSCnceGf clouds we conclude the -(future) presence ofrain, jUst as {rom
.kepreseDee .of a certain political event ,the .bistc.rian ooncluees.pos~ble
-Eurther de.veloptnents (not yet ,present), or intclltions (hidden).

2. Interpretation of ulterior motivesll. This. ie my view, is not a differe~t
type froID that of interpreting symptoms, It is the actual and reveale~
(present) behavior which is interpreted as indicating or hinting at some

bidden motive. 'The interpreter infers Y (the motive) from a given data X
,(the aotion). The relation between motives and actions are not different in

their general logical structure from that cf the relation between clouds and
rain (omitting, of course, the intentional element),

3. Psycbolqgical interpreta,tions of drearps or free~ssociationslJ. Here,
i!gain, I Jl\ilto,g~ a different logical structqre from tbat uJlderlJ!iJlgtbe,\~.
,W:1'et~,~Qn,of .$ymptoms. Methods may be different,thcp*s .-APQut .~~
relations ~etween the pre~nt interpreted 4ata, and tbe r;1on.pr~sClnt"Y~~Ilt
sU$gested by the interpretation lI\ay vary causality, resemblance, traqsfetew:e
and so on), but the logical structure is basically the same: X the dream.) is
interpreted as pointing at, 1ti[jtipgpr ilgli9ating Y (t~e bidd en feeli,ngs).

4. Interpreti~ oracles,prhowscQpes1il is.~1ikejDteJpreti:DS signs aI)d
,sY4lptoJD,S,~hcmgb metbodsmay Yeary. ~tis once,D;lPte the basic .structure of
oneI!rc"ot.o!;Uectwhicb isinterpreted as hinti,ng to.vard anothre(non-:p~nt).
T.he ;inte~(eted object and its interpretatiqn exist separately .aod ~an be
appreh.epQed.s~paratcly, eyen if th,ey dePend on ,each other for their i!ct~1
existence, J m!lyunderstaod and experience my forJu,ne ,wit,hout even ~owjng
about the ,s1gn.s which inpicated it (such as horQScope, prophecies ~d so
on'. andvic;:.e Versa. Dfferent theories in different .fields :n~ggest various
Jinks aal,(~~g.e-.:..entsor phenomena, and the theory chose.n by the interpr,etc;r
.does not chaQJe its basic lQgical structure,

Signs my be divided into two kinds14 :

a, Conventional signs15 such as words, road sIgns, or flags whichare
"usulilly agreed 'upon through cnoventional procedures, and need no interp-

retation: the sign and its conventional meaning are both known and given
to allmemcbrs .of ;tbe .same society; only an outsider needs explanations,
Conventio.nal.signs l.}syally,do notallowalternative,meanings, A conJJention
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wbicb has different meanings would make a useless cOBvention. Road signs,
for instance, would be useless if they had alternative meaninggs. Even a
deconstructionist would not want to be run down by another deconstructi-
onnist driver who insisted on interpreting road signs in his own way. In
such a cale there is no room for interpretation. The meaning of conventional
signs can be destribed and learned, but not interpreted. Of course, a conve-
Btion can be ignored and one can insist on interpreting a road sign in an
idiosyncratic way, but to do so is not interpret the conventional sign itself
but to give a new meaning (create a new convention) to the signifier. By
ignoring the conventional meaning of the word "right" and treating it as a
sign for "left", one is not interpreting the English word "right", but creates a
private language. Unfamiliar conventions need decoding, not interpreting,
because as such they are supp )sed to have one correct meaning only.

b. Natural signs

These are natural events which are interpreted as indicating other
no-present natural events. These are not real signs since they are not conve-
ntional and not intended to function as signs (unless one believes that
natural phenomena are signs of God's intention, as it is said about the

rainbow), but are interpreted as if they were signs, by analogy with
conventional signs.

~"

.:.....
1":

Physiological symptoms are interpreted as signs of health or illness,
(as if nature hints and signals its hidded intentions): the color of the fruit

indicates ripeness, cloudy sky is a sign of rain, and the rainbow is a sign that
there will not be another deluge. As I have argued, when we believe an
event to have one meaning only, we do not interpret it but describe it, and
in many cases it does s:em that natural events have more than one possible
meaning, A dream, for instance, may be interpreted as sign of future events
(tbc way Joseph interpreted Pharoah's dreams,) and it may be interpre'ed
as a sign of unconscious wishes (the way dreams are interpreted in psycho-
analysis). Are we interpretini nature or describing it? The answer depends
on the epistemological theory adopted rather than on the nature of
interpretation. Whoever believes that there is only one right theory about
nature must claim that we describe nature, and our descripUon is either
right or wrong. But if more than one theory is possible, ~hen nature is
interpreted by each of them.

Betweea conventional
whose interpretation, may be
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likely considered discovered or decoded than interprefated, there are signs
which were originally conventional but became "natural-like" through the

\ interferenco of natural processes (social. psychological, historical, and so).
Such signs arc the most typical candidates for sign interpretation.

Words and other conventional symbols which, through natural
procedures in everyday use developed a range of possible meanings in different
contexts, arc interpreted rather then just decoded. The specific meaning of
a word often depends on its context and on its integration with other words.
This type of interpretation occurs very often in art. Symbols of different
kinds are often used in art, but even those which have fixed meanings in
their daily use, may gain new meanings in the context of a work of art.
Road signs in a painting, for instance, can be interpreted differently than in
their regular context. A word in a poem is interpreted not just by decoding

its conventional meaning (as explained in the dictionary), but by considering
the whole context and that word's function in that special context,

The same is true for all kinds of cultural symbols, which tend to be
flexible and develop more than one definite meaning. There are also private
symbols of certain artists which are learned directly from their works, or
indirectly from other sources. These symbols may occur in works of art,
but their interpretations do not form a special kind of interpretation which is
relevant to art only, and their logic is the same as any interpretation of signs,
although methods may diffa,

There is another kind of sign interpretation in art, when we interpret

one element in the work as a sign for another within the ",ork, and the
meaning they acquire does not originate in non-artistic conventions, but in
the context of the work itself. A description of a cloudy day, for instance,
may be interpreted as a sign of the characters mood, although in everyday
life, we would not say that the clouds signify mood lthey may influence it,
but not hint it).

Interpreting various components of a work as signs does not necessarily
mean that a work of art as a whole is a sign or symbol of something beyond
it 16 I cannot go deeper into this matter in this context, only like to suggest

a distinction between two lines of interpretation: one which interprets
elements in the work as signs, and one which interprets the whole work as a
sign. From a psychological point of view, for instane, a work
of art may be interpreted like dreams, as a sign of hidden feelings. The ~wo
lines are independent, anJ not cJntradictory, but the decision whether the
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second is relevant to art (as art), depends on what we believe to be the
essen:)e of art.

2. Substitutional interpretation -~

Y is a substitutional interpretation of X when Y i' suggested as a

proper substitute for X for a certain function. In other words, X fulfills a
certain function for which Y is interprfted a~ ~atisfactory replacement. Such an
interpretation irwolves claims about the relevant function (s) of the interpreted
object, and about the qualities of its substitute. But these claims are not
necessarily verbal: they are implied in the mere action choosine the substitute.
By replacing one object with another, one implies that the replacement
functions as a suitable substitute for the original and that the original IS tb us
interepreted by its substitute. That implied claim may be challenged either
verbaly or by an alternativ~ acton of replacement,

In the case of substitutional interpretation, X does not lead or hint
toward Y, but they are linked by th~ similarty of the function they are
suppose te fulfill. III those cases where the substitute is obvious, we do not
actually interpret, but automatically switch from one obje;:t to another, as it
is in simple cases of trashtions, e. g. "translation" (English) -"ubersetzen"
(German).

There are, of course, C8!1eSwhen the translation is not obvious or when
we see alternative possibilities from which we have to choose. Our choice
does not have to be better that the original object, nor is it meant to be

identical to it. but it is believed to be better alternative. It is meant to fu/fiJI
the same functions as the original, namely, be equivalent to it.

This kind of interpretation often occurs in more complexe instances
of translations. The classical case for substitutional interpretation is that in
which the original has more than one simple defined function, and the
substitute has to fulfill a complex of fUDctions. Translations of literature, and
poetry in particular, are typical substitutional interpretations.

In poetry, where very oflen one cannQt separate the specific words and
their fuctions in the poem, translation is not an automatic act, it is not
just the outcome of a set of linguistic rules (and maybe most sensitive trans-
lations are not), but rather the act of finding the right equivalent which
will function in a way similar to the original, The words in the poem
functions sounds. symbols, and they create a certain rhythm, have certain
connotations and so on, It is not easy to find the right substitufe in a -,
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different language. Sometimes, the translator/interpreter bas to compromi~
and decide whicb function of tbe wbole complex is more essential to tbe
poem and which function may be given up (because sbe cannot find the

ideal substitute), and choose tbe substitute accordingly. Such a decision may
be challenged by altrnative interpretations (other substitutes) for one of two
main reasons: it is eitber a disagreement about what tbe essential functions
are, or if those are agreed upon, it may b:) a disagreement about tbe offered
substitute and its ability to fulfill those functions.

Substitutional interpretation can be found in other fields besides
translation which are not considered typical cases of interpretation. A
description, for example, may supply information only but it may also
serve as a substitute for immediate experience. A journalist may describe an
event in order to create a substitute for tbe reader wbo could not attend it
himself, trying to make him feel as if he were tbere, but he may also describe
an event just for the sake of information. The description will be evaluated
differently in each case and tbat will indicate an understanding of different
functions: an informative description is expected to be precise and clear;
an experience - substitute has to create a certain atmosphere, effect tbe
reader's feelings and so 00. A photo, too, may function as a substitute when
onelooks at tbe photo of ber love ones in their absence, and as source of
information when one looks at the photo in order to get an idea about what
that person in the photo looks lik~, Choosing a photo for a certain function
also involves interpretation when it is not obvious which photo is the best
substitute.

Representations are also substitutes. X represents Y means, not tbat
X resem bles Y (at least, not necessarily P. but that X fulfills. a certain
function of Y. e. g. a lawyer represents bis client in court not by being
identical or similar or even by believing the same facts, but by taking his
case and pleading for bim, in bis stead. Resemblence becomes one function
which is sometimes required. but not always, A word represents an object
(tbrough convention) because it functions as if one pointed by finger toward
th~ object. If there is only oae word to point to a certain object, no inter-
pretation is needed, but if these are more, interpretation is involved in mbst
cases.

Substitutional interpretation may be relevant to art ioterpret:ltion in two

different way:

1. Just as a work
c')mponeots it may also

\

of art may have signs and symboles among its
hJve sub3tiutes of r~ality among its elements. For
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instance, a description of a place or of a historical event in a novel, is not
in most cases, mere1y informative but functions as substitutional interpreta-
tion whithin the work: they are meant to give the reader a feeling as if she
experienced it directly, they arise feelings as if ~hey were the "real" things
and so on, and as such their function is. compared with the function of the
real things or events, and evaluated for their success as substitutes, sometimes
compared to other works in which a similar substitution occurs, Of course,
it is in itself a matter of interpretition. whether a certain description should
be evaluated for its function as substitute or for any other quality (not every
description is considered a substitute of the described object),

In the game of "mak: believe"18 in which art is so often involved,
substitutes play an important role, ~ubstitutes in art are means of creating
illusions of real life, and these ililusions function within the work and
inte81'ate with o~her non-illusionary components,

Paintings use different technique in order to create a "substitute" for
the original model (not every painting, of course), but thIs does not mean
that all the components of such a painting are illusionary or that the main
function of the painting as a whole is to create an illusion, Interpreters
suggest different functions of such illusions in art and evaluate them as
better or worse for their functions. such an interpretation involves beliefs
and knowledge about the represented reality, wilhout which the estimation
of its substitues is impossible,

2. A work of art (as a whole) may be interpreted as a substitute of
something in real life, There is an essential difference (at least theoretically)
between art having substitutes as components whitbin a work of art and
the work (as a whole) being a substitute in itself. Since substitutional
interpetation assumes that the substitute fulfills the same function as the
thing interpreted, seeinl? a work of art as a substitute involves a general
theoy about the esse[]ti~l functions of art in our life. For instance, if art is
believed to be a substitute for philosophy, then it is believed to fulfill the
same function philosophy does; or if art is believed to have a therapeutic
function, it may be understood as a sub$titute for psychological treatment;

if art is a substitute of life, it means (or at least, that may be one of its
meanings) that art creates experiences similar to rea) life,

The idea that art in genera) is an imitation or representation of the
real world implies that art is some kind of substi~ute for the ral world and

.-"
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should be evaluated as such, But in order to defend tms claim and make it
sensible. one ha-s to define the function of such a substitute and its logic;
why does the real world need substitutes 719

3, Classificatory interpretatian

When X is a general concept (law, pattern, principle), and Y is a
puticular case claimeJ to be an instance of X, tban X is interpreted by Y
and vice versa. This is the act of classification.tO This kind of interpretation
should be analyzed in two perspectives: a, from the general law to the
parfcular instance; b, from the particular instanee to the general law.

a, The claim that a case Y is a good or typical instance of a general idea

X indicates an interpretation of X only when the claim can be challenged
with alternatives. The law is interpreted in court by applying it to particular
cases, and different judges in that act of application may sometimes offer

different interpretations, But not every applicdtion of a rule is an interpre-
tation of the rule, Whan the link between the general and the particular
seems obvious, it would not b~ considered an interpretation, but when the
link is not obvious we deal with interpretation.

A soldier who was trained to carry out certain orders is not necessarily
in'erpreting them when carrying them out. When the order seems to have
one possible applicaton, the soldier obeys in the only way he was trained to,
8rd reacts almost aUlom IticalJy, But when orders bave a large range of
possible applications, it is up to the individual soldier to interpret them.
The fifth commandment to obey and respect one's parents, may have various
applications and some cases may rai'e the question whether they are proper
applications. Such an argument involves the different understandings of the
rule, its spirit or implied intentions,

b, The S1me type of intcrpretati 1n, but from the opposite perspective,
occurs when we focus on the object and wonder whether it should be classi-
fIed in one way or another (should avocado be classified as a vegetable or a
fruit 7 ). The classficatioll of an object implies a claim about what is essential
about the object,

Both application and classification are common forms of interpreting
works of art. The first is morc typical to art theories when the focus is on
tbe general pattern and instances are needed to interpret it. and the second
expresses interest in p3fticular works. But they are both ultimately two
aspects of the same interpretative activHY, namely, !he effor~ to find the link

between the general and the particular.
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Bvery work of art may be interpreted through classification, but that
does not necessarily mean that the essence of a work of art is exhausted by
its classification. The pattern by which a certain work of art is classified
may be considered as one of its components which interrelates and integrates
with other components and it should be considered in order to apprehend
the work as a whole. Aristotelians may argue that classification reveals tbe
essence of tbe work, just as it reveals the essence of objects in nature. Croce
would not agree, of course.

-~

4. Analytical interpretation

When X is an object and Y is the set of its separate components,
than Y is the analytical ifiterpretation of X. The purpose of breaking X into
separate elements is usually to show how it is built, what it is made of, what
its structure is, and when it comes to a work of art, it also involves the
effort to point at its uniqueness. includes not only claims about what X's
components are, but also what kind of relations they have among them, Any
object can be analyzed in more than one way. Its a.nalysis is a claim about
the object's structure, affected by differences of beliefs, methods, and
attitudes,

I believe th-lt to interpret an object through analysis means not only
discover its components, but to make a statement about their role in the
complete structure of the object. Some components are more central or
essential to the whole than others, and some may be redundant or marginal,
Bnd so on.

The breaking of the whole into elements does not form a complete
different entity: the separation of element& causes the. disappearance of the
whole, and for that reason, there are qualities of the whole that cannot be
apprehended through analysis (Croce and Bergson would claim those qualities
to be more essential to the object).

This type of interpretation always involves some of the other types,
because any separation of the components involves not only an analysis of
the whole, but also claims about the natur~ of the components (as signs,
substitutes, or applications). In a n analytical interpretation of a work of
art, for example, the classification of that work reveales a pattern which can
be considered as one of its elements (being a tragedy, for instance), and the
qualities revealed by a c~rtain classification may have various relations
with others such as its style or its subject matter.

~r

~
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When interpreting a work of art, analysis is very often the leadiDI
practice, while other types of interpretations are subordinated to it, But
since the elements of a work arc not defined by one universally accepted
method, and since the function of art is not agreed upon, it!! analysis canno~
but be different from that of a frog or a chemical molecule.

Analytical interpretations are influenced by general theories about the
role of art or its essence, its social historical and other links, Therefore it
is obvious one can .'dismember" a work into its elements in more than one
way: a psychological point of view (where we focus on motivations and
feelings); a philosophical point of view (when we focus on ideas); social
point of view (when we fQCUSon the reflections of society in the work), and
so on,

5. Complementary Interpretation

When X is treated as raw material, and Y is tbe final product made
of it, than Y interprets X as having a certain potential which is revealed
through its procession. This type of interpretation is tbe opposite of analysis,
It creates a whole out of raw materials while analysis, divides the whole into
separate components, The interpreter shows what can be done with some
given raw materials, what is hidden in them, and how those hidden potentials
arc to be actualized, Such a claim is not necessarily verbal I by presenting the
final product, the interpreter implies his interpretative claim,

While in tbe previous types of interpretation, tbe interpreted objec~
and its interpretation are two separate entities, in tbis type, tbe interpreted
object (the raw materials) are included in the final product, namely, the
interpretation itself,' Tbe previous four t)-pes interpret different aspects and
clements of the work of art, complementary interpretation is actually the
creation of a work of art. The artists interpret his raw materials (taken
from various sources) and his fiinal product, the work of art, is an inter-
pretation of those raw material.

Hampshire's sixth type belongs to this category: "An actor interprets
a role or part. A pianist or violinist interprets the piece of music he plays."n
The actor or pianinst take an object (the written play, tbe score) and do
something with it, They present some new potentials hidden in what are
the raw materials, in this case -the original work, Different actors may do
different things with the same text and present different final products.

All kinds of objects may serve as raw materials: words, situations,
colors, sounds, motions, dreams, ideas, natural materials such as stone,
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wood or metals, cultural objects and symbols, previous works of art, scien-
tific knowledge, and so on, Cooking, for instance, is an act in which raw
materials are processed and the final product exhibits a certain possibility
(a hidden potential) of the raw mat.::rials, But not every act of cooking is

an interpretation. Most people use recipes, and therefore they do not reveal
anything unknown about the materials used they do not interpret, but
follow a previous interpretation, When a recipe is followed, cooking is more
like carrying out orders or actualizing a pattern when only one possibility
exists. Cooking may count as interpreting when a new recipe is Invented by
which new potentials of the raw m'lterials are revealed,

Almost everyone can learn to play the piano and perform a piece of
music according to what he has learned, Such a performance is analogical
to cooking according to recipes, To interpret a piece of music, to reveal new
potential in it by performing it in an original w~:y, takes more than just the
acquired knowledge of reading notes and operating an instrument. The
performance of an interpreter is evaluated not for accuracy, but rather for
the new potential it reveals, and the way that potential is developed, Such
a performance interprets the original score by regarding it as r<:lwmaterial
and using it to make something new out of it, Alternative performances may

be compared and evaluated as b:tter or worse interpletatjon~ of Ihe original
score,

..;.

Complementasry interpretation is a creation of a work {f art itself,
Not only the performer is interpreting, but the composer of the original work
which is being performed also il1terprets his raw materia Is, those materials
of which the work of art consists, The artist takes those raw materials in
which he recognizes some potentials lsounds, rhythm, colGrs, shapes, words,
ideas} and through processing them he reveals new potentials which are
actualized in the final product, and the worth of his wo'k is evaluat"d
acc~rding\y: were those potentials really bidden in those materials or did
the artist fail to sense the right or important potential of the materials he
has chosen (is he really playing Beethoveo, or is his performance totally
strange to the original work)? Did he succeed in actualizing tbose poteo-
tials (the performer may have revealed some "right" hidden potentials, but
did he or did he not succeed in creating a complete whole) ?

Not only the musician or the actor interprets works of art, but also
an author who is using parts or structures or situations of previous literature,
Stories from the Bible are often interpeted into novels, poetry or drama,
A painter interprets his model, a sculptor interprets the stone or wood his
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work is made of, as well as the model and the idea behind it. \l'wo sculptors
working on the same model and with similar materials are likely to interpret
them differently and present two different works of art.

This is the main difference between the interpretation offered by an
art critic and the interpretation offered by the musician, the a:etor or the
singer. The performer of a play or a piece of music interprets it by creating
a new worlC of art, while the critic classifies, analyses or interprets symbols,
but does not create a new work by his act of interpretation. The interpre-
tation offered by the critic serves to better the understanding of the interpreted
work, but the complementary interpretation of an actor or a musician
creates a new work. This new object is also to be interpreted by critics, and
it has an artistic value of its own which is not derived from the value of
the original interpreted work. The critics work exists as a separate entity
different from th interpreted work; the musicians interpretation does no~
exist apart from the original score he is interpreting (nor does an actor's
interpretation or a sin§!er's). The complementary interpretation includes the
original interpreted materials, and when I listen to a pianist playing
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, I listen at the same time to Beethoven's
original work.

To sum it up, I would say, that the critic says something about the
work of art (interprets signs and substitutes, analyses and classifies), while
the performer (the artist I does something with the work of art. But this
sharp distinction is theoretical onlg, since in actual experience these activities

are not so simply differentiated: criticism at its best at least, has certain
artistic qualities as well; it is not only "about" art b.ut it also does some-
thing new and creative with art.

The five types of interpretation offered here, present theoretical
distinctions which may not be found in actual experience in their pure
forms. They should be considered observations of elements in any actual
activity of interpretation, and as such, they present means to deal with
actual interpretations and not a final and complete description of it.
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